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Two Online News Experiments, 1 Dissertation

Experiment 1:  Compare traditional news stories with so-called 
“collaborative” stories, with or without personalized videos of reporter

Experiment 2:  Compare three types of conversational stories  (no videos): 
“Collaborative” news,  Twittered news and Wikinews.

In each study, I theorized audiences would 1.) pick up on certain features of conversation more in some contexts 
than others and 2.) that audiences also would perceive conversational news as credible, expert and likable.
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Diss consisted of two controlled online news experiments in a lab. The participants in each mostly were 
undergrads and some grad students, all in the key 18-35-yoa age bracket. They read a series of stories of 
potential interest to college students and answered questions about them. Those answers represent the data for 
these studies.



Before we begin, a question for you:

What qualities or features do YOU think conversational journalism 
consists of? (Be as creative as you like.)
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Audience Views of Conversation Features:

* Coorientation/Homophily (Likeness): perceived similarity to journalist

* Interactivity:  perceived smart use of Web tools to interact with audience

  Social Presence:  perceived humanness of journalist

  Friendliness:  perceived openness, accessibility of journalist to audience

  Informality:  perceived casualness of journalist with audience

* The real powerhouses
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1. Do use social-media tools such as Twitter to 
crowd-source stories ...

... Audiences understand these tools and view stories derived from 
them as quite credible.
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After crunching the dissertation data, I came up with 5 do’s and 5 don’ts for doing conversational journalism in 
a manner audiences get and respect. This is the first big one: use social media for reportage.



Fake exchange from one of my experiments ... 
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Story derived from that Twitter exchange ...
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From the real world, close, but not quite, on the 
exchange ...

Viewed via Twittersearch ...
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TNT pushing headlines/stories OUT to audience, not much invitation to COLLABORATE with audience.



Published live on TNT Web site ...
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Here, TNT audience members push professional news OUT to fellow Twitterers or distribute their own news, but 
don’t COLLABORATE with pro journalists. 



Published live on Seattle Times Web site ...
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Here, Sea Times engages ITSELF, not AUDIENCE, on manhunt story.



Viewed via Twittersearch ...
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Finally, mainstream media continue to push OUT their own news, or their audience members re-tweet 
mainstream news, but NO journalist-citizen engagement.



Brian Stelter, NYT’s king of Tweet reporting ... 
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Much of Brian’s tweets are pushing his stories or observations out to audience, but he’s increasingly interacting/
collaborating, too.



Other ways to show crowd-sourcing ...
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2. Do tell your audiences how they contribute to 
coverage — and how much.

(Yes, you’ve been taught to show, not tell. But not only must you tell 
your audiences how they’ve contributed to the conversation, but do 
so repeatedly and in myriad ways.) 
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Fake “collaborative” story from one of my 
experiments ...
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Note big, colorful editor’s note detailing how/that audience helped and what comes next and how to continue 
that collaboration, feature-style (human-scaled) lede, emphasis on ordinary people in quotations affected by 
news rather than “officials,” e-mail tagline at end to further the conversation.



Good invite examples: Seattle Times   
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Nice ad that invites/solicits audience collaboration.



Twin Cities Daily Planet
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More and more news orgs are doing better job of INVITING audience to collaborate ... in this case, by training 
citizens to actual REPORT stories for the paper to help fill the site.



More from Daily Planet  ...

12/11/09 2:25 PMReporter's Notebook: How to use it | Twin Cities Daily Planet
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Reporter's Notebook: How to use it
The Reporter's Notebook brings together Facebook, Twitter, on-line forums and our
own website, encouraging people to become producers as well as consumers of news.
For readers, the Reporter's Notebook gives the bare bones outline of a story we are
working on, together with contact information for the reporter and specific questions
and resources for readers. It also structures a way for reporters to tap into the
community through a variety of social networking strategies.

How to use the Reporter's Notebook

Sample: Reporter's Notebook

Sample Letter #1 - send to concerned individuals and organizations (stakeholders) and
post in forums, push out topic on Twitter and Facebook

Sample Letter #2 - send after story is published 

Like all stories, this
begins with a story
query from you or a
story idea from the
editor. After the
assignment is made,
here's what happens
next:

1) The editor posts
a Reporter's
Notebook page,
complete with a
working title and
story outline. (See
sample Reporter's
Notebook below)
The story outline
includes as many of
the following as the

writer and editor can assemble:

• Provocative question(s): Intended to elicit/provoke responses, with invitation to
comment or to contact you.

• The story: brief statement of facts

• What's at stake? Policy question

• What do we know so far? Links to resources, government officials, activists, articles,
etc.

• How can you respond/participate? Information on community meetings, elections,
government board meetings, court dates, and second invitation to respond to you.

• Contact info can be either your email or editor@tcdailyplanet.net.

2) The editor adds the individual Reporter's Notebook page for your story to the
Stories we are working on box that runs in Column 3 of the Daily Planet. Check your
Reporter's Notebook page and the Stories we are working on page regularly for
comments from readers. (You will furnish a list of everyone who makes contact in the
story documentation form.) The editor also Tweets and Facebooks the Reporter's
Notebook on the TCDP Twitter and Facebook feeds – you should do the same, to
enlist your own networks.

3) Within 48 hours of the assignment, you write a letter (See Sample Letter #1 below)
and send it to:

• at least three people or organizations asking them for input on article-in-progress or
comments to forum after article is posted

Friday, Dec 11, 2009

Global/Local Communities Neighborhoods Work & Economy Politics & Policy Arts & Lifestyle Opinion Special Sections
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Details on how to train citizens to report/write their own stories for the Planet.



MPR invites audience participation ...  
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The pinnacle of invitation/solicitations in a lot of ways ...



... Then MPR tells and shows how audience 
contributed to coverage. 

12/11/09 2:01 PMWhat's your most pressing health care need? | Minnesota Public Radio NewsQ
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What's your most pressing health care need?
by Andrew Haeg, Minnesota Public Radio

September 9, 2009

St. Paul, Minn. — Minnesota Public Radio's Public Insight Network team partnered with nonprofit investigative reporting outlet

ProPublica to find out how the health care system is affecting the people who rely on it.

We sent a query to people across the country asking them to tell us about their most pressing health care need. More than 500

Americans responded. Their stories, many of which are mapped below, provide a compelling picture of how people are coping with

the failures of this country's patchwork health care system. 

More about the responses >>

Take the survey

 

Rising costs,

tough trade-

offs and the

high stakes

debate over

health

insurance

reform

It's hard to say

when exactly it

happened.

Maybe it was

in the late

1990's when

the annual

growth in

health

insurance

premiums took

off, rapidly

outpacing

wage growth.

Or maybe it

was back in

July, when

President

Obama started

SPONSOR
<!-- OAS_AD('MIDDLE'); //-->

Map view List view

Click on the colored icons to read the responses or change to the "List view."

Share your experience with the health care system.
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... but also goes beyond invitation to actually SHOW how the audience contributed to reportage, after the fact.



And shows some more ...

12/11/09 1:52 PMPublic Insight Network | Minnesota Public Radio NewsQ
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What was the biggest change you went

through this year? 

In the past year, did you lose a job, have

a baby, graduate, foreclose on your

home? How has your day-to-day life

changed in 2009?

How do we keep young people from

leaving rural MN? 

From your vantage point as an educator,

a student, a parent or a community

leader - how can a small town or city

manage keep its young people.

Government workers - Where will the

brunt of the budget shortfall fall? 

State finance officials are forecasting a

budget deficit of $1.2 billion for the

current two-year budget cycle. As a

government employee, what cuts have

you seen so far? What do you see going

forward?

Where are your arts and culture dollars

going? 

Minnesota has many theater, dance, art

and music groups competing for your

attention. How do you decide which

events to attend and where your dollars

will go?

Will the new mammogram guidelines

work for you? 

New federal guidelines recommend

women older than 50 get mammogram

screening for breast cancer every two

Public Insight Network
Become a source for Public Radio

INFORM OUR COVERAGE

SPONSOR
<!-- OAS_AD('MIDDLE'); //-->
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A variety of ways that SHOWS how audience participated, with color photo thumbnails, nice display, live links, 
clean design, etc. It shows the station really cares about the audience participation.



3. Do put your journalists out there with short, 
biographical videos ...

... It works wonders in conveying the humanness, or social 
presence,  of journalists. 
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Fake video from one of my experiments ...
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Note shortness of bio (less than a minute), simplicity, nothing extravagantly personal or private being revealed--
strong emphasis on the reporter’s passion for work, etc.



Real bio video from Albuquerque Journal ...

http://abqjournal.magnify.net/video/Meet-Leslie-Linthicum
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http://abqjournal.magnify.net/video/Meet-Leslie-Linthicum
http://abqjournal.magnify.net/video/Meet-Leslie-Linthicum


Real video from Seattle Times reporters ...

http://bit.ly/15wA5Q
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4. Give audiences a chance to see if you’re like them ...

* Grandaddy of all conversation features is perceived 
likeness.  It’s the top predictor of perceived credibility, 
expertise and story likability in various news models. 

* Show audiences a diverse staff on your site via words 
and images of full-timers, freelancers, community 
bloggers, etc.  
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What do we mean by “likeness”?
Strongly disagree     Disagree     Neutral    Agree    Strongly Agree
            (1)                     (2)              (3)         (4)                (5)

Coorientation 

I felt like this reporter is a person kind of like me.
I understand the issue in the same way the reporter does.
I see myself as quite different from this reporter.
I think this reporter has my interests at heart.
I would find it quite difficult to talk with this reporter on this issue.

Homophily

This reporter doesn’t think like me.
This reporter is from a social class similar to mine.
This reporter behaves like me. 
This reporter is of an economic situation different from mine.
This reporter is similar to me. 
This reporter’s status is like mine.
This reporter is unlike me. 
This reporter’s background is different from mine. 
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Two variables measure “likeness” via different sets of questions: Coorientation focuses on intellectual similiarity, 
while homophily focuses on demographic similarity. 



Likeness comes in varied forms, including this from 
Virginian-Pilot ...
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Even if your newsroom ISN’T losing staff/diversity because of buyouts and layoffs, why not display your potential 
similarity with a variety of audience members by showing avatars/bios of your guest community bloggers. 



5. Do care about crafting interesting stories ...

... It can determine whether audiences view your stories as 
conversational (or traditional, for that matter). It’s also a huge predictor 
of story likability.
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1

2

3

4

5

3.20

3.803.90
4.30

Job Market Drinking Plagiarism Steroids

Story Interest by Topic (Means)
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What on earth do we mean by interesting?

... If my research is any indication, topical — stories and issues 
people are talking about. 
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From celebrity deaths ...
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To disasters abroad ...
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1. Don’t be hostile to your audience ...

... Creating an environment of invitation and collaboration 
means respecting your audience’s time, attention and smarts.
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... And these A1 pop-up ads make audiences work to 
get to the news.
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Yes, as the NYT’s online ad director recently said, these ads bring in big bucks. But you have to balance their 
annoyance to users, who constitute the very thing you’re selling to advertisers to rake in those big bucks.



Here’s a sampling of reader “asides” about those 
pesky banner ads in NYT.
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These readers go off topic (cool clowd graphic showing global spread of news about MJ’s death) to plead with 
the newspaper to STOP THE ANNOYING BANNER ADS.
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Enough said--no comment needed.



... Given the complexity (features) of the concept, what exactly are you 
after? Want your staff to seem more human, for instance? Try bio 
videos, even if it’s not your medium’s forte.

2. Don’t tell staff to just “be more conversational!” ... 
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... It can backfire on issues of perceived credibility.  Ouch!

3. Don’t be too informal with audiences ...
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Fake Wikinews story from one of my experiments:
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What’s most distinct about this writing voice is its informality--lack of journalese and crispness that 
distinguishes most professional news sites. A little bit of colloquialism.



1

2

3

4

5

3.04
3.403.55

Wikinews Collaborative Twitter 

Informality Means by Story Type
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1

2

3

4

5

2.64
3.16

3.45

Collaborative Twitter Wikinews

Web Credibility Mean Comparisons
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... It’s the most fickle conversational feature, and it can either 
help or hurt you. 

4. Don’t be overly friendly ...
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Friendliness helped predict article credibility in my 
first experiment ... 
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When compared with traditional stories, audience members appeared to respond well to the friendly openness of 
this type of story. 



... Friendliness also helped predict story likability in 
the first experiment: 
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... But friendliness hurt Web credibility in my second 
experiment:
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When only comparing conversational style news, the perception of openness seemed to hurt site credibility--as 
though the journalist was relying too much on citizens to get the story out. 



Doreen’s take on this perplexing mind-melt: Context 
matters. 
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The audience’s perception my be related to what SURROUNDS a given story on a site. Is it all traditional-style 
news or a combination of traditional-conversational, or all conversational? That may play into whether the 
friendliness is perceived as a good thing or a bad thing. 



5. Don’t be afraid to experiment with audience 
participation ...

... Audiences are relatively forgiving of missteps — at least for now. 
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Cool stuff, Part 1: KSL i-Cam in Salt Lake City 
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KSL converses live with listeners via online chat. You also get to see the inside of the broadcast studio live--
potentially aids perceived likeness, social presence etc.



Cool stuff, Part 2:  Austin Statesman’s news podcast
1/7/10 12:58 PMStatesman News Update
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A reporter at the Statesman took it upon herself to establish a daily news podcast. Convenient for commuters 
who prefer newspaper news. Also potentially builds perceived likeness, social presence.



Cool stuff, Part 3: WaPost’s WebCom ...
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The Washington Post’s new WebCom is a visual commenting interface. The bigger the box in the network, the 
more popular the discussion among readers. Here the conversation is among audience members over Post 
stories--a particular kind of journalist-citizen collaboration.



Find this slide presentation and other stuff about 
conversation research at www.sasquatchmedia.com 

Finis
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